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Abstract

Currently very few companies are using ASIC's. One of the reasons for this can be found
in the design time. This time is now considered to be one year which is too long for com
mercial reasons.
The design time can be shortened by using a user-friendly design environment for sys
tem designers and a tool that fully automatic translates a design to a layout. This user
friendly environment is provided by IDaSS and the ASA silicon compiler can translate a
description of a digital circuit to a layout. In order to use a combination of IDaSS and
ASA, the IDaSS design file must be converted to the SID hardware description language.

Such a conversion from an IDaSS design to SID is possible. Even without any modifica
tions to SID or IDaSS many of the IDaSS concepts can be translated to SID/ASA. This
thesis shows that the combination IDaSS-ASA can be used to shorten the design time of
anIC.
However, when designing with the combination IDaSS-ASA the designer should have a
global knowledge of all the steps that are necessary to create a layout. With this
knowledge he can guide the consecutive steps in the layout generation process.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In the last years the world of the integrated circuits (IC) has been changing very fast.
IC's are growing more complex by the day. While the number of transistors on a chip
keeps on growing circuits must operate at a higher speed and area must be kept as small
as possible.
Furthermore companies are starting to use ASIC's (Application Specific IC) in their
products. An ASIC is an IC that is developed for a special purpose and the number
produced is relatively small.
Unfortunately there are still too few companies using ASIC's. An explanation for this
can probably be found in the design time. This time, from determining the specifications
to having a layout, is now considered to be one year. For commercial reasons a design
time of one year is too long.

To shorten the design time two things should be taken care of. First designing a circuit
should be made very easy. Especially the simulation and modification of a design should
be possible in a very user-friendly way. A consequence of this is that to design an ASIC
specialised IC designers are not needed. Instead the system designer can do the design
work.
Secondly the steps necessary to translate the design into a layout should be automated as
much as possible. This means that no specific knowledge of logic synthesis or layout
tools is necessary for making a layout.

IDaSS, which stands for Interactive Design and Simulation System, is a tool for design
ing digital circuits. It provides the designer with a set of blocks such as registers and
finite state machines that can be used to design the circuit. Designing is done in a graphi
cal way by drawing blocks and making connections. Powerful languages are present to
describe for example the functions of a state machine. Simulation is done while design
ing the circuit, so small parts can be simulated separately. The separate parts can then be
connected and the total circuit simulated.
The design then has to be translated to layout. This can be done automatically using a
silicon compiler. ASA is a silicon compiler which can be used for this purpose. A design
described in the hardware description language SID can, if some requirements are met,
be translated into layout using ASA's logic synthesis and layout tools. To shorten the
design time a combination of IDaSS and ASA should be used.

In order to use the combination of IDaSS and ASA an automatic conversion of the
IDaSS design to a SID description has to be provided. The IDaSS design must be con
verted in such a way that the functionality of the design stays the same. This means that
simulation in IDaSS and simulation in ASA give the same results. Furthermore the logic
synthesis tools in ASA should be able to handle the logic expressions in the resulting
SID text.
When the conversion meets the above two requirements it is possible to directly make a
layout of an IDaSS design.
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In this thesis the conversion from IDaSS to ASA is described. Chapters 2 and 3 briefly
describe IDaSS, ASA and SID. In these chapters information necessary to the under
standing of the next chapters can be found. In chapter 4 the different steps necessary for
converting IDaSS designs to ASA are described.
Designing with IDaSS with the purpose to convert the design to ASA brings up some
limitations and considerations. These are described in chapter 5. Finally in chapter 6 two
examples are shown.
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Chapter 2. The IDaSS design tool

IDaSS (Interactive Design and Simulation System) is an interactive design and simula
tion environment for synchronous digital circuits. It describes a design as a tree-like
hierarchy of schematics. A schematic contains elements like registers, memories and
state machine controllers. These elements, called blocks, are entered graphically and
connections in between them are created by drawing lines. The operational characteris
tics of some blocks are entered in textual form.

Simulation within IDaSS is immediate, there are no separate compilation stages needed.
Once an element is placed inside a schematic it immediately behaves like the hardware
equivalent. There is no need to stop or reset the simulation when changes are made to
the design.
This feature and the graphical environment make IDaSS an efficient design and simula
tion tool for designs at Register Transfer level.

In the next section the different blocks that are available to the designer are briefly
described. For more information the IDaSS manual can be referenced.

2.1 The IDaSS building blocks

To create a schematic the following blocks can be used: a register, a buffer, a constant
generator, an operator, a state machine controller, memory blocks or a schematic. The
blocks are connected by busses.

The blocks inside a schematic are controlled by a state machine controller or a control
connector. Every block can have one control connector. A control connector can be con
nected to any bus in the system. The value on the bus will determine the function of that
block. A textual specification 'couples' the values on the bus with the functions to be ex
ecuted.

All the outputs in the design can be chosen to be continuous or tri-state. In case of a tri
state output the output can be disabled or enabled by a state machine controller or a
control connector.
Inputs and outputs are connected by busses. These busses are bidirectional. When more
than one output is connected to a bus the outputs must be tri-state.

A register models a master/slave register that can perform some simple functions like in
crement, decrement and load. Every register carries a semaphore bit that is set when a
load operation is performed.

A buffer models an asynchronous unidirectional tri-state bus buffer. The output can be
enabled or disabled.

A state machine controller can only test the values of directly clocked elements and can
not put a value on a bus. To overcome the latter limitation, a constant generator can be
used to put a value on the bus it is connected to.
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All asynchronous operations in a design can be modeled by an operator. The operations
are entered in a mathematical description following a pre-defined syntax. The numbers
of inputs and outputs are essentially unlimited.
IDaSS is provided with a large number of operators that can be used. Some of these
operators are very powerful and make it possible to easily describe complex functions.

A state machine controller is a finite state machine. In the different states the blocks in
the schematics are controlled. The states are described in a powerful controller language
in which either a Moore or a Mealy machine can be described. The blocks that are con
trolled need not be connected to the state machine controller. So a state machine con
troller has no normal inputs or outputs.
Beside this three powerful mechanism are present. The stack mechanism behaves like a
stack in a micro-processor. It can be used to temporary discard the normal state-transi
tions.
A state machine controller enables the user to define signals. Signals are one-bit
semaphores that are available to all state machine controllers in the design. They can be
tested, set and reset.
Finally state machine controllers can give commands to other state machine controllers
or to themselves. These commands can be used to change the normal transitions of a
state machine or to disable a state machine.

Different kinds of memory blocks are supported by IDaSS.
First there are RAM and ROM blocks. Both are multi-ported and read asynchronous.
For the RAM this results in the possibility to perform a read-modify-write cycle in one
clock period.
Secondly a LIFO and FIFO are present. At a single write port data can be added to the
LIFO or FIFO. Data can be read however on many different places along the LIFO or
FIFO. Reading is asynchronous.
Thirdly a contents addressable memory is present. It models a memory type where data
words can be addressed by comparing bits in these words with a given reference word.

A schematic is used to describe the hierarchy in the design. A superconnector connected
to a schematic models the contacts to the upper level. This superconnector contact is
bidirectional and has no other function than to connect a local (on schematic) bus to a
bus connected to the schematic symbol. No drivers of buffers are involved.
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Chapter 3. The ASA silicon compiler

ASA is a silicon compiler. It is a CAD software tool that generates the layout of an in
tegrated circuit on the basis of an initial description in a high level description language.
The high level description language used as input for ASA is called SID (Sagantec Input
Description). In different consecutive steps ASA translates a SID description of a circuit
into a layout.

In this chapter ASA and SID are described briefly. Only information needed for the un
derstanding of the next chapters is given. For more information the ASA manuals can be
referenced. The information in this chapter refers to ASA version 5.0.

3.1 ASA

The ASA silicon compiler contains a complete set of tools for creating the layout of a
digital circuit. These are a SID compiler, a logic synthesis tool, a simulator, a timing
analyzer, a compactor and a layout generation tool.

Working with ASA normally begins with the SID compiler. The compiler checks the cor
rectness of the SID description. The description is not only checked on basis of the syn
tax but also electrical rule checking is done. Furthermore the compiler builds the
internal SID data structure. All actions in ASA are performed on this data structure.
After each action the user can 'decompile' this data structure into a SID text and so ex
amine the work ASA has done.

The simulator can be used to verify the functional correctness of the design. Simulation
can be done in two different ways. First in an interactive way. Stepping through time the
user can examine the way values of contacts and variables change. Another way is to
make use of so called 'check-statements'. The user defines a set of input values and
determines the set of corresponding output values. The simulator then verifies if the cor
rect values are generated on the outputs. Especially large designs can best be simulated
using check-statements.

The logic synthesis tools are used to translate behavioural SID descriptions of the design
into a netlist of gates. Currently only state machine descriptions and a limited set of
equations can be synthesized. The equations can be a comparison, boolean equation
with logic operators or boolean equations in the form of an if- or case-statement.

The timing analyzer gives the designer information about the speed of the circuit. At
gate-netlist level speed information is obtained by taking gate and loading delays into ac
count. Once a layout has been generated also wiring delays are determined using RC
net analysis. Furthermore critical path analysis can be performed.

The layout can be created using the layout tools. All the different layout steps can be per
formed: placement, orientation, global routing and channel routing. Furthermore gener
ators for standard cells, pIa and regular structures like ROM and RAM are present.
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The layout can be generated automatically but at any stage user interference is possible.
This enables the user to do some extra optimisation.

The compactor is a one-dimensionallayout-to-Iayout compactor. It adjusts a symbolic
layout to a technology specific layout. The adjustment is controlled by EDIF designrules,
user constraints and a set of abutment rules.

ASA is accompanied with a set of libraries. These libraries contain cells designed by
Sagantec. These cells can be used by the designer to build the design. The cells contain
logical operators, arithmetic operators and memory blocks.

In figure 3.1 the different actions covered by ASA are shown.

Original
SID file

Library

SYNTHESIS

Library

figure 3.1

3.2 SID

COMPILE

SID data
structure

LAYOUT

SIMULATE

TIMING

SID is a hardware description language. It is a pascal-like language that can be used for
describing digital electronic circuits. The SID language can be used to describe the be
haviour and the structure of a design. The structure is used to create a hierarchical
design.
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SYSTEM name;
PARAMETER
param1, param2;
CONTACT
in[paraml..param2] : input;
out[param1..param2] : output;
LAYOUT standardcell
VAR
xfparam1..param2] : signal;
USE
y :adder(width: = param2-param1);
CONNECT
in = y.a;
x = y.out;
FUNCTION
y.b = 10;
out = x "'2 + 1;

figure 3.2

A design described in SID consists of a set of systems. These systems describe a be
haviour or define a structure or netlist of the design. A system consists of various parts.
In figure 3.2 an example of a SID system is shown. The capitalized words are keywords
and determine the different parts of the system. Looking at these parts the SID language
will shortly be described.

Mter the keyword SYSTEM the name of the system is declared. The name of a system
has to be unique in the design. In general a name may contain characters, figures, under
scores and dollars.

Mter the system name is declared a set of parameters can be defined. SID enables the
designer to fully parameterise the design. By changing the parameters a system can easi
ly be changed to the need of the user. It is used to remove or add specific functions of a
design that are not always necessary. So general systems can be created and adjusted to
the needs of the designer.

The parameter part is followed by the declaration of contacts. Five kinds of contacts are
present: input, (continuous) output, tristate output, bidirectional and parallel. The width
must be defined but can of course be parameterised.

The layout attribute defines the kind of layout that is created. This can be a standard
cell, a pIa, a regular structure or a reference to a cell in a library. In most cases the layout
attribute is placed automatically in the SID description. The logic synthesis tools for ex
ample place the layout attribute "standardcell" in the systems they optimise.

There are two kinds of variables: signal variables and memory variables. In most cases
they are used to simplify the writing of statements. The signal variable represents a wire
and is mostly used in CONNECT-statements and as temporary variable in FUNCTION
statements. A memory variable can be used to model memory in a behavioural descrip
tion.
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The USE- and CONNECT-part are used to describe the structure and hierarchy in the
design. The USE-part defines which (sub-)systems are used by this system. By doing this
a hierarchy is introduced. The systems defined in the USE-part are the children of the
system that contains this system part. Recursive definitions are not allowed!
In the USE-part the parameters of the systems used must be defined. They can be the
result of an expression.
In the CONNECT-part the contacts of the main system and of the used systems can be
connected. In every statement one driving node has to be present.

Finally the FUNCIlON-part describes the behaviour of the system. This behaviour can
be described between the contacts of the system and the contacts of the child-systems in
stantiated by the USE-part. Different kinds of statements can be used: if- and case-state
ments, while-statements and so on.
Also the possibility to create a state machine is present. A Mealy as well as a Moore
machine can be described. The first state described will be active after a system reset.
Therefore a clock and reset contact have to be present. The clock signal triggers the
state transitions.
The states themselves contain assignments to outputs and transition-statements. These
two have to be separated. The FUNCIlON-part can either contain a state machine
description or another set of behavioural statements.
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Chapter 4. Converting IDaSS designs to SID

To convert IDaSS designs to SID the different blocks that build an IDaSS design must
be transformed to equivalent SID systems. It is important that this transformation is
done in a rather optimal way because these systems will determine the final layout. This
optimality is reached by working with the following "rules":
• use generic systems from the ASA library;
• do not optimize during the conversion, let ASA do all the optimisation: one total op

timisation gives a better result than several small optimisations;
• remove functions that are never used from the design.

Beside the optimality the functional behaviour of the SID must be equal to the be
haviour of the IDaSS design. This functionality is compared by looking at the results of
the simulation in IDaSS and ASA.
Furthermore ASA must be able to automatically translate the SID description to a
layout.

The last starting-point for the conversion is to write the SID in such a way that the
design 'looks' like the IDaSS description. Situations will occur where it is necessary to
make changes in the SID description. When the designs look alike making such changes
is very easy.

This chapter globally describes how the conversion from an IDaSS design to a SID
description can be done.

4.1 Functions of a block.

In an IDaSS design a block can have different functions of which each clock period exact
ly one is performed. The function of a block is determined by the state machine control
lers and control connectors present in the design or by its default value. The functions
are given in a rather abstract way: no connection between the controller and the block
has to be present.

To translate this construction to SID every function of a block has to get a numeric
value. Between every block and the controllers that determine the function a bus is
created that holds the numerical value of the function that must be performed. When
the controller does not give a function to the block for a specific clock period it puts a
default value on the bus. The block performs the function that is given to it by one of the
controllers. When all give the default function this one is performed. More than one con
troller giving a function to a block can never occur: this is not allowed in IDaSS.

An example of a block controlled by two state machine controllers is given in figure 4.1.

Let us assume the state machine controllers work parallel. In the first state the block per
forms the function with value 3; in the second state function number 2. Finally in the last
state the block performs its default function (zero value).
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controller block 1
state x:
control = 3

state y:
control = 0

state z:
control = 0

figure 4.1

4.2 Tri-state contacts

controlled block

case controll or contro12 of
0: begin

{do default}
end;

3: begin

end;

endcase;

controller block 2
state x:
control = 0

state y:
control = 2

state z:
control = 0

The output contacts of the IDaSS blocks almost always have the possibility to be tri-state.

When the tri-state option is used a tri-state buffer will be placed at the output of the sys
tem. The buffer is enabled or disabled by a state machine or control connector.

4.3 Register

The register is a complex block. It can perform eight different functions: load, incre
ment, decrement, hold, loadincrement, loaddecrement, reset and set to a specific value.
In addition to this, each register has a semaphore bit. This bit is set when one of the load
commands is performed and can be reset with the reset semaphore command.

Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of a register that is able to perform all eight functions (no
semaphore).
The register is created around the generic cell s$count. This generic system represents a
counter and is able to perform a load, increment, decrement, hold and reset function.
The system is completely parameterised. All functions that are not used can be stripped.
The loadincrement and loaddecrement functions are implemented using a multiplexer
and the generic cell s$incdec. The setto function is implemented as a load from a dif
ferent input contact. A multiplexer is used to select the correct input value when a load
function is performed.

The semaphore is a one-bit value. Besides on the reset semaphore command it is reset
on a system reset (this is not a register reset). The value of the semaphore can be
evaluated by a state machine controller or a control connector. In figure 4.3 a schematic
of the implementation of the semaphore is shown.
The value of the semaphore is represented by the inverted value of the flip flop. This is
done because a semaphore set has a higher priority than a reset. The register reset (sync.
reset) does not reset the semaphore. Because the values of load, loadinc and loaddec are
not known when a reset is given the inverter and logic and-port make sure the
semaphore value does not change on a register reset. A system reset (async. reset) of
course does reset the semaphore.
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in

loaddec

setto input

setto

dec load

dec

inc s$count load loadinc

loaddecin

reset setto
reset

q

out

figure 4.2

The complete register consist of a fully parameterised SID description of the schematics
in figure 4.2 and 4.3.

4.4 Operator

An operator models all asynchronous operations in the design. In fact an operator con
tains several expressions that link the outputs to the inputs. Depending on the function
the operator must perform some of these expressions are evaluated.

Two things must be kept in mind when translating the expression to SID. First the logic
expressions have to be synthesizable. This severely limits the operations that can be used
in SID. Only logical operators like the logic-and and the logic-equal can be synthesized.
All other operators have to be implemented using generic systems that perform the
operations. For operators with a function for which no counterpart exists in the ASA
library a generic system has to be created.
Furthermore the logic expressions have to look like the original IDaSS expressions.

In figure 4.4 an example with two IDaSS-expressions and their SID-counterparts is
shown.

In the first expression all operators have to implemented using generic systems. Conse
quence of this is that recognizing the original IDaSS expression is very difficult. This can-
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o

ressem ---.---D......:.......:..-------~--,async. reset

set

load

loadinc

loaddec

sync. reset ----[:><>--

figure 4.3

reset

OFF

semaphore out

not be changed. The only help can be adding the original expression in comment.
The second expression uses only logical operators. The SID expression is almost the
same as the IDaSS expression.

_help: = inl + in2 inc.

out: = inl/\ (in2 > < inl)
V_help

figure 4.4

USE
xnor[0..3] : GENERIC sSxnorj
iner : GENERICsSiner(wl:= 4)j
addern: GENERIC sSaddern(wordlength: = 4);

FUNCfION
addern.ci = 0;
addern.b = incr.y;
incr.em = 1 ;
incr.i = in2;
addern.a = inl;
_help = addern.s ;
xnod[I] == inl;
xnor.i[O] == in2;
out = inl AND (xnor.y) OR _help;

When creating the SID expressions a kind of high level synthesis is performed. The ex
pressions have to be translated to boolean equations. This must be done in an optimal
way, so as less hardware as possible should be used. In figure 4.5 another example is
shown. The two functions of the operator cannot occur at the same time. The system
s$decr is instantiated only once.
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out := inl dee < >in2

out: = inl/\ (in2 dee \I inl)

figure 4.5

4.5 State machine controller

USE
deer: GENERIC sSdecr(wl := 4);

FUNCfION
case fsm of

1:
begin {of function : f2}
deer.bin = 1;
deed = in1;
out = decr.y EXOR in2;

end;
0:
begin {of function : f1}
deer.bin = 1;
deed = in2;
out = inl AND (decr.y OR inl);

end;
endcase;

A state machine controller is a finite state machine. In the different states commands
are given to control other blocks in the design or to control the state machine controller
itself. Execution of the commands can be conditional. Depending on the value of some
expressions only a part of the commands is executed.

State machine controllers can be implemented using the finite state machine (fsm) con
cept in SID. Every state in IDaSS corresponds to one state in SID. The commands are
translated to a value put on a bus (section 4.1)
The presence of conditional blocks gives two complications. First the expression(s) has
to be evaluated. An expression is called complicated if at least one of two possibilities is
true:
• the expression has sub-expressions that have to be evaluated first;
• generic systems are needed to implement the expression.

If the expression is complicated it cannot be evaluated in the finite state machine. In
SID it is not allowed to have function statements beside the description of the state
machine. A separate system has to be created to evaluate the expressions.
If the expression is not complicated it is evaluated inside the fsm.

Mter the expression is evaluated several commands have to be executed. The construc
tion looks like a case-statement but the evaluation is different. In a normal case-state
ment the set of case labels must be disjoint and only one case variant is activated. In
IDaSS the labels of the condition block do not need to be disjoint and more variants can
be active at the same time. Beside this the statement is evaluated top-down and the
evaluation is stopped when a transition statement is encountered. On the left side of
figure 4.6 an example is shown. When the expression evaluates to "lOlO"B the italic
printed commands are executed.

15



( reg

I %1010 operator[1;

I %xx11 operator f2;

I %lxxO operator2f2;
reg inc;
-> state 2

I %lOxx reg dec;

];

figure 4.6

case reg of
"1010"B:
begin
operator ;::: 0 {f1};
operator2 = 1 {f2};
reg ;::: 1 {inc};

end;
"11"B,"111"B,"1111"B:

begin
reg ;::: 0 {default};
operator2 ;::: 0 {default};
operator ;::: 1 {f2};

end;
"1011"B:
begin
operator2 ;::: 0 {default};
operator ;::: 1 {f2};
reg;::: 2 {dec};

end;
"1000"B,"II00"B,"1110"B:
begin
operator = 0 {default};
operator2 ;::: 1 {f2};
reg;::: 1 {inc};

end;
otherwise
begin

reg ;::: 0 {default};
operator2 ;::: 0 {default};
operator ;::: 0 {default};

end;
endcase;

case reg of
"1010"B,"1000"B,"l1oo"B,"1110"B:
goto state2

otherwise
next;

endcase;

Implementation of the IDaSS condition block is done using the SID case-statement. The
condition block has to be translated to a case-statement with a disjoint set of case labels.
The values that activate more case variants are taken apart.
SID does not allow the use of 'unknown' values ("x"). These have to be expanded.
Furthermore an otherwise statement always has to be present in order to explicitly per
form the IDaSS default functions.
In SID the transition statements have to be separated from the other statements. This
means that a separate case-statement is inserted in which the transition statements are
described.
The right-side of figure 4.6 shows the SID version of the IDaSS condition block.

As can be seen in the example an important consequence is that the state machine in
SID is much bigger and much more complicated than in IDaSS. It is very hard to recog-
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nize the original IDaSS state machine and making changes would not be easy. Unfor
tunately this cannot be changed; currently there is no other more comfortable way to
translate the state machine controller.

A state machine controller in IDaSS has three additional features.

The first feature is a stack mechanism. Beside the normal state transitions it is possible
to jump to a specific state leaving a return state on the stack (the depth of the stack must
be defined). When a return is executed the state machine controller jumps to the state
on the top of the stack. Then the top-state is popped from the stack.
Implementation of the stack mechanism is quite difficult. Assuming a stack with the
suitable operations is present (a stack can be implemented using a lifo; section 4.6.3)
there are two possibilities. The first is that we keep on using the fsm concept of SID. The
jump and push commands are simply a transition command and a command to the stack
respectively. On the other hand the return command is more complicated. The moment
you write down the state machine description you don not know the values of the state
assignment and you cannot access the state register. This has as a consequence that you
must assign numeric values to the different states. Pushing a value on the stack then
means pushing the numeric label on the stack.
A return statement consists of a case-statement that depending on the case-selector
value jumps to the correct state. Because you do not know to which states transitions are
made, for every state a transition must be present. In the case of a large state machine
this will require much logic.
Another way to implement the stack mechanism is to implement the state machine. This
means performing state assignment and implementing the operations to the state
register. This has as disadvantage that the state assignment cannot be optimized by ASA.
Both solution are not very optimal. A better solution can only be obtained if it would be
possible in SID to do some additional operations on the state register. More about this
at the end of this section.

A second feature is the possibility to create signals. A signal is a one-bit semaphore that
can be tested, set and reset by all the controllers in the design. There are four kinds of
signals that are formed by two basic types: pulsed signals and level signals. A set com
mand to a pulsed signal will set the signal the high during one clock period. The level sig
nal is set high by a set command and set low by a reset command.
Implementation can be done using a flip flop. A d-flip flop is used for a pulsed signal,
the set is connected to d-input. The level signals can be implemented using a set-reset or
a j-k flip flop.
The flip flop must be placed in the top of the hierarchy. Every state machine that makes
use of the signal must be connected to the appropriate flip flop.

Finally state machines controllers can give commands to themselves and to other state
machine controllers in the design. The commands are hold, stop, start, goto and reset.
The hold and stop command also stop the generation of control signals or in other words
the default values are placed on all outputs.
Using the SID state machine concept implementation is almost impossible. It would
imply that every state has a construction in which it determines if another state machine
controller gives a command. This complicates the description of the state machine and
requires much logic.
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For the stop and hold command a separate state must be created in which only the
default values are generated. The state machine must be forced into this state. Besides
this on a stop command the state to return to when a start command is given must be
remembered. The start command forces the state machine into this state.
The reset and goto command also force the state machine into a specific state. The same
problems as encountered by implementing the stack mechanism are found. Implementa
tion would be much easier if it was possible to influence the contents of the state register
of the state machine.

At this moment it is very difficult to translate a full IDaSS state machine controller into
a SID description. It would result in an undesirably large and complicated description
that is far from optimal.
Implementation could be done in a desirable way with some changes to SID. The defini
tion of a default input contact to every state machine that enables the user to directly
perform load and/or read actions on the state register could solve the problems.
Basically the commands to a state machine controller and the stack mechanism come
down to changing the normal transitions of the state machine. One should be able to
load the state-register with a state-label. So a state machine can be forced into a stop
state or the state on top of the stack. Reading the state label makes it possible to push it
on the stack or to remember it in any other way.
After the state assignment is performed the labels can be replaced with the correct
numeric values. An enable input tells the state machine to read from the external input
or to perform the normal transition. (In fact an abstract data structure is created.)

4.6 Memories

In IDaSS five different kinds of memory are present: rom, ram, lifo, fifo and cam.

Implementation depends on the presence of a generic system that represents the kind of
memory. Memory blocks are normally represented by regular structures and implemen
tation is a specialized job.

4.6.1 rom

A rom in IDaSS models an asynchronous multi-ported rom.

The generic library of ASA also contains a rom. This is also an asynchronous rom, only it
is single ported. Conversion of an IDaSS rom to an ASA rom only can be done when a
single read port is present. In most designs this is no problem.

4.6.2 ram

The IDaSS ram writes synchronous but it reads asynchronous. This allows for read
modify-write actions in a single clock period. Furthermore it is multi-ported and every
read port can have a fixed address or it can be addressable.
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The ram in ASA is completely synchronous and is single ported which means that it can
be either written or read in one clock period. Using this ram as counterpart for the
IDaSS ram brings up some severe restrictions.

Creating a ram that implements the IDaSS ram is very complicated. However most
ram's used in IDaSS designs are relatively small and implementing them using a so
called register-file would be no problem. A register-file is a regular structure that con
sists of a set of registers. The registers are specially designed for this purpose to use as lit
tle hardware as possible. A register-file will of course always be bigger than a 'real' ram
but the designer is able to trade off area for the multi-ported and asynchronous read op
tion.

To make the combination IDaSS-ASA a good designer's tool there should be two kinds
of ram in IDaSS: one that is the same as the current IDaSS ram that will be imple
mented using a register-file and one that models a synchronous single-ported ram that
will be implemented with the ASA ram. When a large ram is necessary the designer
should use the synchronous ram with it's restrictions. In other cases the normal ram
should be used.

4.6.3 lifo, fifo and cam

For neither lifo, fifo or cam generic systems are present in the ASA library. Without
generic counterparts implementation is useless.

Lifo and fifo can be implemented using the ram or a register-file and (some) additional
logic. For the implementation of a cam very specialised storage and compare cells are
necessary. It will take some years before efficient implementations of a CAM are com
mercially available.

4.7 Hierarchy

In IDaSS it is possible to design the circuit using hierarchy. It helps to structure large
designs.
In SID it is also possible and strongly encouraged to create a hierarchical design. The
hierarchy is not only used for structuring the design but also for creating the layout. It is
very important for the final layout that the design is well structured.
Implementation of hierarchy is easy. Every block in a level is translated separately. Then
a system is created that connects the blocks in that level and has contacts to the upper
level. This system then represents the lower level.

The contacts between two levels in IDaSS are modelled as bidirectional contacts. In SID
this is also possible but the simulator in ASA has problems simulating bidirectional con
tacts (for simulation see section 4.10).
In some cases the bidirectional contact in fact is a uni-directional contact. Such a situa
tion can be determined and the contact can be changed to a uni-directional contact.
When the contact is a real bidirectional contact solving this problem is more difficult.
The bidirectional contact must then be modelled as one input and one tri-state output
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contact. Depending on the output contact that is enabled the input or the output contact
should be activated (see figure 4.7).
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figure 4.7
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4.8 Control connectors

The second way to control a block in a design is by using a control connector. Every
block can have exactly one control connector. The control connector gives the block a
function. This function depends on the value on the bus that is connected to the control
connector. The construction is basically the same as the condition block construction in
the state machine controllers.

Implementation is done using a case statement. Of course in SID the set of case labels
has to be disjoint and an otherwise statement is necessary. In IDaSS the control connec
tor generates the default value when the function is not defined.

A control connector is connected to exactly one block. So in fact two case statements
occur: the case statement of the control connector giving a function and the case state
ment of the block determining its function(section 4.1). The most optimal way is to com
bine these two case statements into one. This also means that no separate system is
created for the control connector but that the complete construct is placed in one system.

4.9 Contacts to the outside world.

IDaSS has no specific block for modelling a contact to the outside world. A superconnec
tor could be used.
When designing the toplevel of the design can considered to be the outside world. The
design is represented by the only schematic in the toplevel. Other blocks can be placed
in the toplevel to generate stimuli for the simulation of the complete design. After the
designing in IDaSS is finished only the lower level schematic is converted to SID.
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The contacts in the schematic are the contacts to the outside world. For a bus that leaves
the chip IDaSS has the rule that this bus may only have one (tri-state) output.

In the ASA library four kinds of pads are available for this purpose: an input pad, a con
tinuous output pad, a tristate output pad and a bidirectional pad.
There is a complication with these pads. Their function depends on the foundry and
technology used. Especially the tristate and bidirectional pad can have an inverting or a
non-inverting output.

Implementation is rather straightforward. When the bus that leaves the chip is only con
nected to inputs the superconnector is translated to an input pad. When it has one out
put contact an output pad is created. When the output is tri-state it is changed into a
continuous output and this output is connected to a tri-state output pad. The enable sig
nal is determined by the signal that controlled the tn-state output.
Finally in the case of one tri-state output and one or more inputs a bidirectional pad is
used. The direction of the bidirectional pad is determined by the enable signal of the tri
state output. The output is changed to continuous. The bus is split into two separate bus
ses as shown in figure 4.8. On the left side the IDaSS situation is shown. This situation is
translated to the SID construct on the right side of the figure.
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tsoutput
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input

figure 4.8

4.10 Simulation

bidirectional

pad

output

input

input

A design created in IDaSS can be simulated very easily. In fact the simulation is done
while designing. One important starting-point of the interface between IDaSS and ASA
is that the simulation results in IDaSS should be the same as in ASA. Nevertheless a
design translated to SID should always be simulated in ASA in order to check that the
translation is correct.
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ASA has a powerful mechanism for simulation of a design, the so called 'check
statements'. The idea behind check-statements is to define a set of inputs and outputs.
In a series of successive clock periods the user defines the values present on the inputs
and the expected output values. The simulator then 'checks' if the correct values are
generated on the outputs. Errors are pointed out to the user.

Unfortunately IDaSS has no way of saving simulation values. It would be very effective if
a mechanism was created to save their values. These values then could be translated into
check-statements for the ASA simulator. After translation of the design and the simula
tion values the user could immediately verify the correctness of the SID description.
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Chapter 5. Designing with the combination IDaSS-ASA

In the previous chapter the different aspects of the conversion from IDaSS to ASA are
described. It can be concluded that an automatic conversion between IDaSS and ASA is
in principle possible.
The presence of an automatic conversion utility makes the combination of IDaSS and
ASA a powerful design tool. However when creating a design in IDaSS some important
things must be kept in mind. Of course the limitations described in the previous chapter
must be obeyed. Using for example a multi-ported rom in the design is useless. ASA
does not support such a rom.
More important is to globally 'understand' what happens during the conversion and the
translation of the design into a layout. ASA extracts information from the SID descrip
tion that globally determines the layout. So the designer can influence the layout if he
knows what information is used. This can result in a smaller and faster chip.

In this chapter some aspects that are important for designing a circuit are described.
This will be done by looking at some important steps of the typical design cycle when
designing with the combination IDaSS-ASA. Because the consecutive steps have much
influence on each other they are described in a reversed way.

5.1 The layout

The last step in the design process is layout generation. The global structure of the
layout is determined by the hierarchical structure of the design. This hierarchy is repre
sented by a VerticallHorizontal-tree (VH-tree). In figure 5.1 an example of a VH-tree is
shown.

main

~
subl sub2 fsm

~ ffi
sub3 rom fsm ram buffer

0~
oper fsm

figure 5.1

Using the VH-tree a slicing structure is created and all modules are placed in the ap
propriate slice.
The final layout will consist of a set of standard cells and some regular structures repre
senting for example a ROM. Without any user interference ASA will translate all the
leaf systems of the IDaSS design to either a standard cell or a regular structure. For the
example in figure 5.1 this would result in five standard cells (oper, fsm, fsm, buffer, fsm)
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and two regular structures (rom, ram).
When the design has a hierarchy based upon functional groups, combining several
leaves into one standard cell will in most cases result in a smaller chip.
In the example of figure 5.1 oper and fsm in level sub3 could be placed in one standard
cell by adding the layout attribute "standardcell" at the appropriate place in the SID
description.
A regular structure cannot be placed in a standard cell. If for example one wants the sys
tems in level sub2 placed in one standard cell the regular structure ram has to be
removed from this level. ASA will do this automatically if necessary.
The aspect ratio of a regular structure is used to change its form. Before making a layout
the user has to determine a value for the aspect ratio. Unfortunately this value cannot be
changed during the layout process.
Of course manual interaction is possible to change the layout to a more optimal one.
This will not change the functionality of the design.

The total layout step can be done by a specialist. He does not have to know anything
about the function of the circuit. In most cases this will be the fastest way to obtain a
rather optimal layout.

5.2 Timing analysis

IDaSS does not have the possibility to give information about the operating speed of the
circuit. In ASA a timing analyzer is present. It can determine the speed of the circuit and
the critical path is pointed out to the user. When the operating speed of the circuit is too
low the circuit can be optimized for speed.

There are some different actions that can be taken to speed up the design. First, signals
can buffered. The timing analyzer creates a file in which overloaded nodes are men
tioned. A node is overloaded when it has to drive more load than it is capable of. These
nodes should be buffered by placing a buffer at the output. Also other signals that in
fluence the speed of the circuit can be buffered.

Secondly the aspect ratio of the RAM and ROM influences the access times of the
ROM and RAM and thus the speed of the circuit. Note that changing the aspect ratio
also means changing the form of the regular structure representing the RAM or ROM.
So timing as well as layout has to be considered when a value for the aspect ratio is deter
mined. During the conversion the value of all aspect ratios is set to one.

Furthermore some of the generic cells in the ASA library have a few different im
plementations. The adder for example has among others implementations as a ripple
carry adder and as a carry-Iookahead adder. The user can choose the type of adder.
Changing the type will always result in a trade off between speed and area. During the
conversion from IDaSS to ASA always the smallest and slowest one is selected.

The timing analysis performed before the layout is created gives an approximation of the
real timing. No information about wiring load is present. After creating a layout a new
timing analyses can be performed. The speed will always be worse but the figures are
more exact.
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The speed of the circuit cannot be increased infinitely using the methods mentioned
above. When the speed stays too low it could be necessary to change the architecture of
the design. This can best be done in IDaSS.

5.3 Logic synthesis and translation of expressions

In the operators and state machine controllers expressions must be evaluated. Before a
layout can be generated these expressions have to be synthesized. This is done in two
steps.
First the IDaSS to ASA converter performs a kind of high level synthesis. All non-logi
cal operators (ASA logic synthesis cannot handle these) are replaced by generic systems.
The resulting equations are boolean.
The languages used for describing operators in IDaSS are very powerful and a lot of
complicated expressions are present. Translating these operators to generic systems can
result in large combinational circuits. When writing down expressions the designer
should realize what consequences this has. A good example to show this is the IDaSS
'shl:' operator. It is used to shift a word a number of positions. The number of positions
to shift can be a constant value or a variable value. When a constant value is used im
plementation involves the swapping of contacts. However when a variable value is used
a complete barrel shifter has to be inserted. When only a few values can occur it is better
to write it down using afew constant values.

In ASA the logic synthesis is performed. First the state machines are translated to a set
of boolean expressions. The presence of conditional blocks in the IDaSS description
make the state machine always a Mealy machine. In the other case a Moore machine is
created. Then all resulting logic expressions in the design are synthesized. This is done
using well known algorithms like weak-division.
Also the synthesis of these boolean expressions can result in unsatisfying large solutions.
For example comparing two sixteen-bit variables will result in a boolean equation with
more than 65,000 product terms. There are far more optimal ways to write such a com
parison that will result in a better solution.

It is important to realize the consequences of creating certain expressions. It can sig
nificantly change the amount of logic that must be used for implementation!

5.3 Simulation

The most important part of the design cycle is the simulation of the circuit. It should
prove the correct functioning of the design.

Simulation has to be done in both IDaSS and ASA. The simulation in IDaSS is primarily
for verifying the circuit. Simulation in IDaSS is very easy and can be done while design
ing. The different parts of the design can best be simulated separately. This avoids a
situation in which one has to look for errors in a large and complex design. When the dif
ferent parts function correctly they are connected together and the complete design can
be simulated. It is very useful to do the total simulation by placing a set of values on the
pads of the design. A small schematic can be designed to generate the stimuli. The
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values that appear on the outputs can for example be saved in a RAM. The stimuli and
output values can then be used to simulate in ASA.
The primary goal of the simulation in ASA is to check if the design was translated cor
rectly. In principle the results should be the same but it is highly recommended to always
check this. Furthermore the circuit should be checked again after the logic synthesis is
performed. At this moment incompletely specified values cannot occur any more. The
design should still function perfectly.

The simulation in ASA is best done using check-statements. The simulator checks if a
specified set of input values gives the correct output values. The values determined
during the IDaSS simulation can be used for this purpose. So the designer does not have
to do the time consuming checking of the circuit for a second time: the simulator in ASA
does it automatically.

When errors occur during the simulation ASA has the possibility to perform interactive
simulation. While stepping through time a number of inputs and outputs can be ex
amined. In a large design it is best to first simulate some smaller parts of the designs to
find the errors. The SID is created in such a way that it should be possible to recognize
the original IDaSS design.

5.4 Designing in IDaSS and ASA

From the previous sections it should be clear that making a design is more than creating
a behavioural description. The designer should realize this during the complete design
cycle.

This design cycle starts with the definition of the specifications. From these specifica
tions different functional blocks must be obtained. The different blocks and their inter
action define the hierarchy of the design. Having a good hierarchy has two advantages.
First the different blocks can be designed separately because their interaction is reduced
to a minimum. This even makes it possible to make the design with more than one per
son. Secondly, as described in section 5.1 the layout tools perform in the best way when a
good hierarchy is present.
Now the different levels are implemented starting with the levels that form the leaves of
the hierarchy tree. During the implementation two things are important. First the limita
tions of the conversion must be obeyed. If not the design cannot be converted to SID.
Secondly the remarks from section 5.3 about expressions should be kept in mind.

Simulation is the only tool the designer can use to verify if the circuit he designed
matches the specifications. So it is best to start simulating as soon as possible. It helps to
find errors in an early stage and prevents that the designer must look for errors in a large
and complex circuit.
When the leaves of the hierarchy tree are implemented they are connected together and
simulated again. Step by step the complete circuit is created and finally a complete
simulation is performed. The stimuli used for the final simulation should be chosen care
fully so all different situations will occur.
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When the design work in IDaSS is finished the design is converted to SID. The errors
and warnings that are generated during the conversion should be noted and if necessary
appropriate action should be taken.

In ASA most actions are completely automated. First the functionality of the design
should be checked. This is done with the stimuli used during the last simulation in
IDaSS. When the design functions well, logic synthesis can be performed resulting in a
netlist. It is best to perform a last simulation after the synthesis is completed.
The buffer clock command should always be executed. It distributes the clock signal
around the chip. This reduces the clock skew and so guarantees the correct functioning
of the complete chip.
Now a first timing analysis can be performed. It determines the speed of the circuit. Sec
tion 5.2 describes actions that can be taken to speed up the circuit. This should be the
first time that the designer makes changes to the SID description.
When the timing results are satisfying a layout can be generated. This is briefly
described in section 5.1. After a satisfying layout is created a final timing analysis can be
performed to obtain the most accurate approximation of the speed of the circuit.

In figure 5.2 the design steps are summarized.
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Chapter 6. Examples

In this chapter two examples are discussed. First a design of an 8048 micro-processor
chip. Following the different design steps that are described in the previous chapter the
design is translated to a layout. Especially the conversion and the different steps in ASA
are described.
The second example is an implementation of a UART. This example is only briefly dis
cussed and the design results are shown.

For the conversion a prototype of an IDaSS-SID converter is used. Information about
the converter can be found in the documentation [1].
The technologie used for the generating the layout is CMOS 1.2 micron of European
Silicon Structures (ES2).

6.1 The 8048 micro-processor chip

The 8048 micro-processor chip and its family was originally designed by Intel in 1980. It
was designed to be an efficient control processor as well as arithmetic processor. It is the
predecessor of the more generally known 8051 micro-processor family.
In 1990 the 8048 was redesigned with IDaSS at the Technical University of Eindhoven
[2]. The design was modified in 1991. It had to serve as a testcase for an IDaSS to ELlA
conversion [3]. Consequently a limited set of the IDaSS blocks is used.

Also the set of instructions of the 8048 that is implemented is limited. All instructions
concerning the input/output and timers are not implemented. This also means that no
contacts to the outside world are present.
The IDaSS design is shown in figure 6.1

figure 6.1
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This design, 942 lines (without graphical information), is converted to SID. The result is
a SID description of 2700 lines. Especially the state machine description is very large.
From 500 lines in IDaSS it is converted to 1900 lines in SID.
Simulation of the design is done by examining the RAM contents after a program is ex
ecuted. An assembler program was designed in which all implemented instructions are
used. The RAM contents of the IDaSS and ASA simulation where the same.

The logic synthesis tools are applied to translate the state machine controller and the be
havioural descriptions to a gate-level netlist. The logic synthesis of the state machine
and the behavioural descriptions in the design take about four hours of CPU on a
SUN/SPARC IPC workstation. For a last check of the functional behaviour a second
simulation is performed. The simulation gives no differences.

Now clock buffering is performed to reduce clock skew. After this buffering the first
timing analysis can be performed. This results in a maximum clock frequency of
14.8 MHz. In figure 6.2 the critical path is shown. The access time of the ROM is com
pletely responsible for the speed of the circuit. The access time can be changed with the
aspect ratio divider, which is a parameter of the ROM in ASA However it must be
noted that this also influences the form of the ROM. Inspection of the ROM data gives
the possibility to choose a value of four or eight. The value of eight will give a square
layout and is chosen. (If a more rectangular form happens to be better the design must
be taken back to this point and the value changed to four.) For the RAM the value of
one seems most suitable.

period: 67393
1. 2_3 .4_5 6 7

........................................................................................................................8_9 10__11 12
_13.........14_15
~." = 100 ps., cell delay, "." = 100 ps., interconnect delay

1 ( 0, RISING) UP8048.CKSIPAD.BOND
2 ( 1670, RISING) UP8048.CK$IPAD.Y
3 ( 1828, RISING) UP8048.RAMl.sSCLK2
4 ( 3294, RISING) UP8048.RAM1.CK
5 ( 3636, RISING) UP8048.PC.REG.COUNTER.CK
6 ( 6014, FALLING) UP8048.PC.REG.COUNTER.Q[ 0]
7 ( 7058, FALLING) UP8048.ROM1.ADRLf 0]
8 ( 64077, FALLING) UP8048.ROM1.Q[ 3]
9 ( 64236, FALLING) UP8048.ROM.ISTRBUFO.l[ 3]
10 ( 65209, FALLING) UP8048.ROM.lSTRBUFO.Y[ 3 ]
11 ( 65820, FALLING) UP8048.PSWOP.SSANDNOR22( 3].1[ 3]
12 ( 66569, RISING) UP8048.PSWOP.SSANDNOR22( 3 ].Y
13 ( 66719, RISING) UP8048.PSWOP.sSNAND4[ 0 ].I[ 0]
14 ( 67624, FALLING) UP8048.PSWOP.sSNAND4[ 0 ].Y

figure 6.2

A new timing analysis is performed. The estimated clock frequency has now changed to
16.5 Mhz. In figure 6.3 a part of the new critical path is shown. The two adders in the
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ALU give the largest delay in this path. The type of adders can be changed. After some
experiments it seems best to change one adder to a carry-select adder and leave the
other one a ripple-carry adder. Furthermore all overloaded nodes are buffered. A third
timing analysis estimates the clock frequency at 18.2 Mhz. Because no specific target was
set this value is accepted. One should realize that the maximum clock frequency will be
about 20% lower in the final layout, due to wire resistance and capacitance.

period: 60381
1.•...•..........2_3...•...•...•..4_5 6 7 8
_____9 10_11. 12 13 14_15 16_17 18_19 20_21.. 22
__________________.23 24_25 .
26---'- ---'-27 28. ---'29 .
.......................................................................................................................30_31 .32__33 .3435
.................................36_37 .38_39 40_41 .42_43 4445

"." = 100 ps., cell delay, "-" = 100 ps., interconnect delay

29 (33067, RISING) UP8048.ALU.ISADDERN1.A[ 0]
30 (51532, RISING) UP8048.ALU.ISADDERN1.S[ 8]

35 (53566, RISING) UP8048.ALU.ISADDERNO.AI 8 ]
36 ( 56896, RISING) UP8048.ALU.ISADDERNO.S[ 8]

figure 6.3

After the timing is accepted the layout is generated. The total generation takes about 4
hours on a SUN/SPARC IPC workstation. In figure 6.4 a global picture of the layout is
shown.
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figure 6.4
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figure 6.5
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figure 6.6
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All the different blocks from the IDaSS design of figure 6.1 can be identified. The oc
cupied area, including pads, is 19.4 mrn2 (in this area the pads are included). Figure 6.5
shows the layout with expanded modules.

With the layout information a new timing analysis is performed. The timing analyzer
takes the resistance and capacitance of the wiring into account. This results in a clock fre
quency of 13.6 Mhz. The great difference between the two clock frequencies is mainly
caused by the presence of layout information. However, also a new set of overloaded
nodes is present. These are nodes that have become overloaded by the wiring that is con
nected to it. After buffering the overloaded nodes a new layout is generated. It is
20.94 mm2 and has a maximum clock frequency of 14.6 Mhz. At this point again a new
set of overloaded nodes is present. This is caused by the fact that the layout procedures
make use of statistical methods like simulated annealing. A second layout will never be
the same. The overloaded nodes can be buffered again, so trading off speed against area.
However a significant increase in speed can not be expected.

As mentioned in chapter 5 it can be wise to combine some standard cells into one stand
ard cell. The 8048 micro-processor is designed without hierarchy and the easiest way is
to place the complete design in one standard cell. Of course the regular structure RAM
and ROM cannot be included. The layout results in a chip area of 17.50 mm2

. In figure
6.6 the layout is shown. On the upper right side the RAM is placed, below the RAM the
ROM and on the left the standard cell. The timing analysis determines the maximun
clock frequency as 15.1 Mhz (layout information used).

6.2 The uart

The second example is a UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter). A
parallel input word is placed serial on the output using the well known RS232 protocol.
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figure 6.7
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The user can control the baudrate, the presence of a parity bit and the kind of parity
(odd or even).In figure 6.7 the IDaSS design is shown.

In this design there is a good example of an expression that must not be handled by the
logic synthesis tools. In the operator CLKGEN the inputs 'divi' and 'clki' are compared.
These contacts both have a width of 16 bits. The synthesis tools would translate this into
an enormous boolean expression. To avoid unsatisfactory implementations this com
parison is implemented using the generic cell S$EQCMP. It is a comparator with the
wordlength as parameter.

The design is converted to SID and the different steps are performed, eventually leading
to a layout. This layout is shown in figure 6.8. The area occupied is 8.48 mm2

•

The timing analysis performed gives a maximum clock frequency of 38.1 Mhz. In figure
6.9 the critical path is shown. This path is determined by the delay in the adder and the
delay in the equal comparator. The adder is a plain ripple-carry adder. Inspection of the
data of the adder shows that choosing another type of adder will not increase the speed.
This is because the adder is only four bits wide. The speed differences with such a small
adder are very small.

period: 26205
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .
.......................................8_9 10_11
..............12 13

"." = 100 ps., cell delay, "-" = 100 ps., interconnect delay

1 ( 0, RISING) UART.CK$IPAD.BOND
2 ( 1670, RISING) UART.CK$IPAD.Y
3 ( 2073, RISING) UART.CLKCNT.sSCLOCKBUF.I
4 ( 2966, RISING) UART.CLKCNT.SSCLOCKBUF.Y
5 ( 3299, RISING) UART.CLKCNT.REG.COUNTERCK
6 ( 5674, FALLING) UART.CLKCNT.REG.COUNTERQ[ 12]
7 ( 6855, FALLING) UART.CLKGEN.ISCOMPO.B[ 12]
8 ( 15457, RISING) UART.CLKGEN.ISCOMPOAEQB
9 ( 15720, RISING) UART.OUTCNT.ISADDERNO.B[ 0 ]
10 ( 24263, FALLING) UART.OUTCNT.ISADDERNO.S[ 3 ]
11 ( 24363, FALLING) UART.OUTCNT.SSOR2[ 3 ].I[ 1]
12 ( 25817, FALLING) UART.OUTCNT.SSOR2[ 3 ].Y
13 (26293, FALLING) UART.OUTDlV.REG.COUNTERCOUNT_A.REG.FF5[ 3 ].D[ 1]

figure 6.9

The design can also be placed in one standard cell. This reduces the layout to 5.54 mm2
.

The maximum clock frequency is almost the same. The standard cell is shown in figure
6.10.
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figure 6.10
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Chapter 7. Conclusions

In this thesis an interface between the digital design tool IDaSS and the silicon compiler
ASA has been described. It can be concluded that a conversion of IDaSS designs to ASA
is possible. Even without any modifications to IDaSS or ASA many of the IDaSS con
cepts can be translated to SID, the hardware description language that serves as input to
ASA.

A complete conversion is currently not possible. There are two reasons for this. First
some elements of IDaSS do not have a real counterpart in the ASA library. In most
cases these elements are not yet commercially available, e.g. an associative memory.
Secondly some features cannot be described in SID in a satisfactory manner. The stack
mechanism of the state machine controllers is a good example of this. Describing this
mechanism in SID would lead to a very complex description and the implementation of
this description would be far from optimal.
The problems are caused by the different backgrounds of both tools. IDaSS is a tool
created for a system designer. No superfluous information is present in the design and
some handy mechanisms are included to make designing easy. ASA on the other hand
has a more direct link to the target hardware. This link has its reflections in SID.
However, this is no reason why changes could not be made to IDaSS or ASA to make
them more compatible. Making changes is good for both tools. IDaSS will become a
more 'realistic' design tool: one cannot design with components that have no counter
part in the real world. The changes to ASA and especially SID will be extensions of the
current possibilities. SID will grow to a more abstract language which will expand its
capabilities.

Besides these changes, completing the converter also means expanding the library. This
library contains ASNSID counterparts for complex blocks and operators in IDaSS. This
implementation must be accompanied by a kind of cost-table. The IDaSS designer must
be informed about the complexity of the operators he uses. This makes it possible for
him to realise the consequences of using a specific operator.

The presence of a converter between IDaSS and ASA does not fix the combination
IDaSS-ASA. The converter shall be a very dynamic software tool that must be adjusted
to changes in ASA and IDaSS. Starting point must be that the converter only does those
things that are absolutely necessary. Especially optimisation must be performed in only
one place. ASA is most suitable for this.
When for example the logic synthesis tools in ASA are extended so adders and multi
plyers can be handled, this must be removed from the converter.

The combination IDaSS-ASA makes a powerful design tool. It should be possible to sig
nificantly reduce the design time of an ASIC. This time reduction is gained mainly in the
first part of the design cycle. The ASA silicon compiler can translate the SID description
automatically to a layout. However in most cases this will not lead to a satisfactory
result. Manual intervention is necessary to guide the process. But this work can be done
by specialists. The designer only needs global knowledge about the layout generation
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process. Companies should be able to hire specialists to finish the design. This also will
make it possible for small companies (companies that cannot affort expensive specialists
and a silicon compiler) to produce ASIC's and use them in their products.
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